Speaking of accent: A content analysis of accent misconceptions in ASR research
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ABSTRACT

Automatic speech recognition (ASR) researchers are working to address the differing transcription performance of ASR by accent or dialect. However, research often has a limited view of accent in ways that reproduce discrimination and limit the scope of potential solutions. In this paper we present a content analysis of 22 papers published in 2022 in top conferences and journals on the topic of accent and ASR. We report on how accent is sometimes mistakenly viewed as something some people don’t have; as having a default; and being an attribute only of the speaker, and not of the listener. We discuss the implications on research and provide recommendations to researchers who hope to reduce ASR biases by accent.
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1 INTRODUCTION

An accent is, loosely, a way of speaking a language that varies by cultural or regional group. “Accents are loose bundles of prosodic and segmental features distributed over geographic and/or social space”, where prosodic includes intonation, pitch contours, and cadence, and segmental includes the pronunciation of vowels and consonants [40]. Researchers in automatic speech recognition (ASR) have demonstrated multiple ways in which ASR algorithms are biased and discriminatory, i.e., have differing performance by the speaker’s accent, providing better performance for speakers of historically favored accents [12, 16, 35, 41, 45, 61, 62]. Identifying, quantifying, and addressing ASR bias is an important and large subfield of speech recognition research.

However, ASR research suffers from a limited view of what “accent” is. In this paper, we show how state-of-the-art ASR research often misrepresents accent as:

(1) something that some people don’t have, or that only one accent is standard; and

(2) an attribute of a speaker but not also of a listener.

These represent two ways that accent is operationalized, i.e., modeled and then used, in current speech recognition research. We argue that these two characterizations of accent a) reproduce dominant, discriminatory narratives, and b) limit the scope of solutions developed or proposed to ameliorate ASR accent bias.

Accent is related to power, and has historically been used to control and oppress groups of people [8, 41]. A speaker’s accent encodes information about class, caste, race, ethnicity, regional origin, sexual orientation, national origin, and age at immigration [43]. Colonial powers forced the use of colonial language instead of local languages as a means of usurping power, maintaining hierarchies, and aiding in capitalist goals [13, 48, 49]. In the US, the English language was forced on people who were enslaved to increase the surveillance power of enslavers [15], and forced on children to eradicate the culture of indigenous groups [40]. Xenophobic and nationalistic attitudes use the idea of a “standard” English language to denigrate the accents of Latinx, Black, and indigenous speakers of English [43]. While speakers of English with European accents are valorized, those with accents associated with the Global South are seen as less intelligent, loyal, and influential [38]. Gloria Anzúndia describes holding to her language identity in spite of the forces that wanted “for all Chicano students ... to get rid of our accents” [2]. Further, it is legal in the US to be fired because of one’s accent if “the accent seriously interferes with the employee’s job performance” [65]. While everyone’s accent limits whom they can and cannot communicate with, people with disfavored accents are the ones fired for this reason [43]. This discrimination is driven by standard language ideology [49], the idea that one language variety is superior.

Systems that use ASR can reinforce such discrimination in a process Nina Sun Eidsheim calls digital aural redlining [19]. As the late Halcyon Lawrence reported in her influential article, “Siri Disciplines”, from experience as a speaker of Caribbean English trying to use a voice-based navigation system that understood her only when she imitated a white American English accent, “to create conditions where accent choice is not negotiable by the speaker is hostile; to impose an accent upon another is violent” [38]. An Apple speech-recognition product manager said in 2015 that Apple was not working on improving performance for African American speakers because “Apple products are for the premium market” [6]. While some argue that companies will naturally address ASR...
We improve listening fluency with practice hearing from a person. ASR biases as a function of accent can be minimized. We perform a stand, the speaker is pathologized, often with ableist language [55]. People speak with an accent a privileged person does not understand, the accent of the speaker [60]. A person's accent listening fluency is reliable communication [58]. In terms of language, a listener can be designed for the particular modulator to achieve efficient and least one transmitter and one receiver, and that a demodulator must be designed for the particular modulator to achieve efficient and reliable communication [58]. In terms of language, a listener can fluently understand speech if they are experienced in listening to the accent of the speaker [60]. A person's accent listening fluency might be more expansive than the accents they can fluently speak. We improve listening fluency with practice hearing from a person speaking an accent, and we may become fluent with frequent practice even if we never speak with that accent. An accent is primarily noticed by a listener when the speaker's accent is not matched to an accent for which the listener is fluent [40]. In some ways, when people speak with an accent a privileged person does not understand, the speaker is pathologized, often with ableist language [55]. But a privileged-group listener is never pathologized for lacking the fluency to understand the speaker [55]. This contradiction points in part to our lack of consideration of listening fluency when considering spoken communication. Transcribers, as all listeners, are most adept at understanding words spoken with an accent familiar to their own. A speaker-based operationalization of accent implicitly or explicitly denies this reality.

As ASR is intended to replace a human transcriber, when we ignore the accent of the human transcriber, we ignore a way in which accent bias can seep into ASR systems.

We believe that limiting our field's view of how accent operates also necessarily limits our view of how accent bias creeps into ASR algorithms, and how that bias might be addressed. Beyond this harm to the goal of equitable ASR performance, modeling accent in ways that reinforce the structural power of dominant groups is fundamentally exclusionary. As participants in a global conversation about AI-based language research, how we talk about language and accent should acknowledge and validate the skills and expertise of all in our community. Based on the results of our content analysis, we provide recommendations to ASR researchers working to reduce accent bias in Section 4.

The purpose of this paper is not to blame authors. Even authors who understand accent bias, perhaps from personal experience, may be forced to use phrasing that reiterates dominant norms of their research community in order to make a paper acceptable for reviewers from that community. For example, explicitly stating the norm is a violation of an unstated rule [29]. Instead, this paper is motivated by the idea that naming and debating the value of a norm can enable researchers to break the norm when they decide it is necessary [4].

Our Contribution: The contribution of this paper is to perform a content analysis of recent papers published on the topic of ASR that mention accent or dialect. We identify, read and code 22 papers published in top conferences and journals on the topic published in 2022. We use the results to elucidate how the speech recognition research community operationalizes accent in their work, focused on Question 1 and Question 2. We find that the vast majority of papers do not state explicitly what they consider to be the default accent, and more than a quarter of our sample represent accent as something that some people do not have. We find almost no discussion of the accent fluency of a listener in speech communications. Finally, we describe particular implications that these misconceptions about accent might have on ASR research, and make specific recommendations we hope will aid research that intends to reduce accent biases in ASR systems.

2 METHODS
To better understand how ASR papers operationalize accent, we conducted a content analysis of relevant papers published in English in the top venues (conferences and journal publications) in the area of ASR. Our methodology is informed both by content analysis as a research method [70] and specifically by recent use to analyze the operationalization of gender in automatic gender recognition research [32].

Our goal was to answer questions about the state-of-the-art research in ASR that mention some aspect of accent. Our initial
reading indicated that papers mentioned ASR either as an acronym or in words. When describing pronunciation or manner of speech, associated with first language (L1), class, or nation or region of origin, we found most papers used the word “accent”, although some referred to “dialect”. We included both terms. We chose not to limit our results to ASR research performed on English, both because searching for “English” eliminates many papers which don’t meet the Bender rule [4], and that we did not see a reason to exclude other languages. In summary our search criteria became:

\[
(\text{“ASR” OR “automatic speech recognition”}) \\
\text{AND (“accent” OR “dialect”})
\]  

(1)

Searching for “speech” likely excludes papers on accent within automatic sign language recognition. We describe our separate search for sign language recognition papers that mention accent of the signer in Section 5.

We intended to study research in the mainstream of ASR that addresses accent, rather than every paper published on ASR. To do this, we selected the venues (conferences and journals) which consistently publish the most papers on this topic. Speech recognition crosses disciplinary boundaries of electrical engineering (the traditional home of signal processing) and computer science, and thus both journals and conferences and both IEEE and ACM societies are important avenues for publications.

To find these mainstream venues, we searched the IEEEExplore and ACM Portal for publications that match the criteria in (1), from years 2018–2022 (inclusive). We excluded books and book chapters. There were 73 results on IEEEExplore and 282 on ACM Portal.

Of the total 355 records, we counted the number in each unique conference series or journal title. Of the unique conference series or journals, we eliminated any with 3 or less papers, since these have fewer than one paper per year on the topic; it is not likely these are influential or major venues for researchers on this topic. There are 12 remaining venues. From these we dropped the venues with the lowest Scimago SJR ranking. Note there is almost no difference when ranking by the “citations per document” score. The top seven venues are listed in Table 1.

There are 135 papers in these 7 venues over the 5 year period. At the time of this research (May 2023), the most recent full year of published papers available was 2022. In this year, there are 31 papers that match the search criteria in these seven top venues, which we take as the set for our analysis.

Two people read and coded each paper in the set independently, and then each paper was discussed. Codes were determined by research questions 1 and 2, as described in Section 1.

Coders read each paper, and searched within each paper for the text that matched with the search terms in (1) along with other terms often related to language and accent (such as native, L2, L1, and standard). Nine papers were excluded because they did not include any writing about speech accent or ASR. For example, one paper used “accent” to refer to the property of a musical note, not of speech. The other papers referenced other papers on accent or ASR, but did not themselves have any discussion of the topic. Some referred to accent as a topic the paper does not address, e.g., when suggesting avenues for future work.

In order to ensure that the sample of included papers was robust enough to ensure qualitative rigor, we utilized the guiding qualitative principle of saturation. We chose to go beyond “code saturation,” the point at which we were not deriving any new codes or themes from the papers, to “meaning saturation,” in which we had adequate information to develop a textured understanding of the meaning of the codes [28]. By the end of our data set we were not adding any more new themes to our content analysis, nor were new papers extending our understanding of the meaning of those codes.

In the end, 22 papers were included in the content analysis: [1, 18, 20, 22, 23, 30, 31, 33, 34, 36, 37, 39, 42, 50, 52, 56, 57, 59, 67, 69, 71, 72].

### 3 RESULTS

To provide further context about the 22 papers selected for content analysis, we first describe the speech technology on which the paper focuses. Several (8/22) papers were focused directly on improving ASR algorithms. Two papers were on improving speech recognition but with the aid of additional sensors beyond speech, specifically, gaze [33] and jaw motion [59]. Five papers focused on a speech-based technology similar in many ways to ASR but with a different output (e.g., speech pathology diagnosis, acoustic-to-articulatory mapping, and text-to-speech), and seven papers were dedicated to applications that involve ASR as a component (e.g., conversational agents (CAs), dialog systems, mobile apps that use ASR, YouTube captioning). All of the papers discussed accent but to different extents. Six papers focused on the robustness of ASR to different accents.

For more context on the papers in the analysis, we describe their language(s) of study. The 22 papers in the analysis overwhelmingly studied or tested on the English language (16 papers). In addition several other languages were studied, including two papers each studying Mandarin and Cantonese, and one paper each on isiXhosa, Marathi, Mboshi, Javanese, and French. One paper [20] was a review article and thus indirectly covered research on multiple languages. We note that multiple papers did not clearly state the language of study, as will be covered in Section 3.2, but we could determine the language of most with some detective work. (For example, [67] discusses the ASR mistaking “male” for “mail” or “Mel”, from which we infer its use of English.) For one paper [50] we were unable to infer the language used in the research. The total is higher than 22 because three papers study more than one language.

#### 3.1 How is accent categorized?

It is informative to describe how the papers in our study have categorized accent, which we summarize in Table 2. No paper explicitly defined accent or dialect. Thus we first analyzed how each paper divides speakers by accent.

The largest group of papers (10/22) categorizes accent as a function of the nationality or region of the speaker. Another group of papers (4/22) categorizes accent by the first language (L1) of the speaker, which may be the same or different from the language of the ASR studied in the paper. For example, a speaker’s accent is said to be due to their first language of Hindi [33]. Note that this is different from the nationality-based categorization (e.g., “Indian English” [37]) because a nation may contain speakers of many different L1 languages.
Table 1: Selected conference and journal venues on ASR and accent, based on number of papers from 2018-2022, and SJR rank (Scimego)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Top 7 venue names with more than 3 papers</th>
<th>Paper Count</th>
<th>SJR</th>
<th>Cites/Doc (2 year)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ACM Comput. Surv.</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4.457</td>
<td>20.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proc. of the CHI Conf. on Human Factors in Computing Systems</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0.714</td>
<td>5.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proc. ACM Hum.-Comput. Interact.</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.715</td>
<td>3.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IEEE Automatic Speech Recognition and Understanding Wksp. (ASRU)</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.757</td>
<td>3.319</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: How analyzed papers categorized accent

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Categorization of Accent</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Literature Example</th>
<th>Paper Count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Geographical</td>
<td>Based on person’s region or nationality of residence</td>
<td>“8 major dialect regions of the United States” [57]; “Indian English” and “US English” in [37]</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Native binary</td>
<td>Either “native” or “non-native” speaker of the language</td>
<td>“it is therefore suggested that the voice prompts could be recorded slowly but clearly and preferably by native speakers” [67]</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First language</td>
<td>Category for each possible first / L1 / native language of the person</td>
<td>“Participants in the dataset were diverse in terms of their native languages (3 Arabic, 3 Tamil, 2 Mandarin, 4 English, 2 Urdu, 2 Bengali, 7 Persian, 4 Sinhala, 2 Yoruba, 1 Bahasa speaker)” [33]</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Race</td>
<td>Based on the race of the speaker</td>
<td>“improving the performance … for the under-studied dialects of Southern American English and [African American English] AAE in children” [31]</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>None stated</td>
<td>No categorization given</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

More than one-third of the papers (8/22) provide a dichotomy of accent as being either “native” or “non-native”. Few actually named the “non-native” category, but by naming one set of speakers as “native”, and not naming the other speakers, the authors create a binary classification. One paper named “non-native” speech and did not name native speech. While a native/non-native binary might also be seen as a categorization by first language, it can be used to further specify speech corresponding to one accent within the language. For example, [57] describes “native American English speakers”, which we assume refers to native speakers of American English, rather than Native American speakers of English.

Only two papers refer to speaker accent by racial group. Both name only African African English. Johnson et al. refers to “less standard dialects like Southern American English or African American English (AAE)” [31]. Garg et al. [20], referring to [53], states “They identified how CAs can help children who speak African American Vernacular English (AAVE) at home to code-switch between school-ratified English and AAVE in a school setting.” Notably, in both of these cases, racial group name is only used to name an accent when the speakers are Black; other accents are not named as being used by speakers who are predominantly white. For example, the term “Southern American English” refers to an accent spoken primarily by white speakers in the Southern US. Although the name “Southern American English” implies it is distinguished purely by region, a history of discrimination, stigmatization, and resistance has led white and Black speakers in the Southern US to have distinct accents [25, 63]. Similarly, “school-ratified English”, in the context used by [20], refers to the accent of white American English speakers. By not naming the race of the contrasting accent, it partially obscures the racial biases against speakers of African
American English in US education, including teacher biases and debunked language deficit models [26].

Two papers had no categorization of accent; that is, accent was referred to as a source of variation, or that there is a diversity of accents, but no further description of the accents in their work was given. Note that the total count in Table 2 is higher than the total number of papers (22) because some papers categorized accent in more than one way.

3.2 Standard or Non-existent Accent

For the papers in our set, is there, explicitly or implicitly, a standard accent? Is accent something that some people don’t have? We address these questions by evaluating the context in which the accent of the speakers is named.

Some papers state specifically, in their categorization of accent, that some speakers do not have an accent. For example, participants are asked to rate the “accentedness” of speech samples on the scale, “1 = no accent/negligible accent, 2 = mild accent, 3 = strong accent, and 4 = very strong accent” [42]. In this case, it is explicit that there exists speech spoken with “no accent”. Others state a dichotomy between “accented” speech and another category, which is named otherwise. For example, “data for new domains (e.g., data for accentuated English) is usually smaller than initial domains (e.g., data for native English)” [23]. In this case, one can presume that the “native English” category is not considered to be accented. Another example is in [50], which first classifies speech as “accent-unspecific” or “accented”. In total, 6 of 22 papers (27%) describe one group of speakers as not having an accent.

Describing one group as being without an accent is a way to make the default accent invisible. Twenty of the papers in our set define, either implicitly or explicitly, one accent as the default or standard accent. However, only 3/20 state the standard explicitly. For example, [1] states that they use a dataset of Parisian French as considered the standard: “exhibiting a major Parisian accent for the BREF corpus (the closest to standardized French)”, and they compare the features of a southwestern accent dataset in comparison to this standard. Similarly, Johnson et al. [31] states the standard accent in justifying which datasets to use in training and validation: “We use the training set containing California English because it is considered a widely-spoken American dialect. Adapting the California English training set to the Georgia English validation set then represents adapting from a more standard dialect to the less standard dialect as in low-resource scenarios.”

In contrast, 17/20 papers that use a standard accent in their work do not state what the standard is, and the reader must infer it. In multiple cases, the paper uses one dataset for training the ASR model, and then tests performance when augmenting with, or simply testing on, another dataset with greater accent diversity [36, 50]. In this case, if the default accent is not stated, the accent of speech in the training set is the default. As another example, in their study on English-language speech, Khan et al. initially describes accent in terms of participants’ “native languages”, including English as one of the many native languages [33]. However, when explaining why the ASR error rate is so high (64%), the authors fault the diverse participants, stating that the ASR performance is “highly dependent on the accent of the speaker”. This implies results would be better if participants spoke the accent for which the ASR algorithm performs best, but does not name this default accent [33]. Similarly, other papers describe accent as a problem, like noise, which causes ASR performance to decrease: “Furthermore, background noise, multi-talker speech, human accent, and disfluent speech may further downgrade the quality of automatic captions” [39]. Since “downgrade” must be with respect to another condition, this statement positions one accent as the default (along with noise-free, single-talker, and fluent speech). One paper explicitly calls some speech “normal speech”, as in, “normal speech recorded from healthy, non-aged users” [22], but does not describe the accent of the speakers who produce “normal speech”.

Leaving the accent implicit is reminiscent of papers in natural language processing (NLP) which leave the language of study implicit. Frustrated by the NLP research misconception that work on English is not language-specific, and that there is no need to name the language studied if it is English, Emily Bender proposed the #BenderRule, which can be succinctly summed up in a sentence: “Always name the language(s) you’re working on” [4, 5]. Concerning the Bender Rule, of the papers in our analyses, 5/22 (23%) never named the language(s) they worked on. Four other papers don’t state the language of the study but it can be inferred from text in the paper (e.g., listing “presented in a non-English language and did not have English caption” as an exclusion criteria [39]).

3.3 Is accent acknowledged to be an attribute of a listener?

As a reminder of the purpose of this question, most ASR papers use a speech corpus or dataset which contains at least partial human-generated transcriptions of the speech samples. The accent(s) for which the transcriber(s) are fluent impact how accurately they will be able to transcribe the speech.

3.3.1 Is the listener ever acknowledged at all? Thirteen of the 22 papers do not ever mention a listener to the speech in any way. In other words, although these papers involved words being spoken, there was no mention of it being listened to by a transcriber, participant, or anyone else.

Of the 9/22 papers which do mention a person listening to the speaker, many do so in the context of an application of speech recognition, for example, research on conversational agents (CAs). Papers on CAs in our set [18, 20] and one on automatic administration of voice surveys [67] describe a person both speaking and listening as part of the operation of the system of study. Two papers are focused on the detection or quantification of speech pathology [1] or articulation errors [42] and thus describe people (speech language pathologists or study participants) who listen to and rate speakers. A paper involving text-to-speech algorithms describes the study participants who rate the quality of the generated audio [36].

3.3.2 When the listener is acknowledged, is their accent fluency described? Six of the 9 papers described above as acknowledging a listener do not describe the accent of any listener. Some of these six do describe extensive details of a data set they use, or the participants they enroll to rate some aspect of speech. For example Kumar
et al. states about their participant-based judging of artificially generated speech, “We’ve recruited twenty judges between the ages of 20 and 40. We selected English speakers who successfully completed a brief transcribing exam” [36]. While this acknowledges the language of the judgers, it does not mention the accent, even though the transcribing exam would presumably contain English speech from one or more particular accents. Presumably, a judge’s fluent accent(s) would impact how they might rate the “naturalness” of artificially generated speech “of speakers with various accents” [36].

Of the three papers which do acknowledge the accent of a listener, two address the accent of people who listen, in general, but not any listener involved in their study. One of these papers discusses the accent of a listener in the context of sending interactive voice response (IVR) survey questions from a smart speaker to a participant [67]. It states “Previous studies on IVR surveys found that respondents tended to emulate the speaking styles of the voice, it is therefore suggested that the voice prompts could be recorded slowly but clearly and preferably by native speakers”. In other words, since ASR is biased against second language (L2) speakers, people should listen to questions read by L1 speakers of the language, so that they are cued to use or imitate an L1 accent while responding. Another paper discusses how an ASR adaptation should work via analogy to human language learning: “Experiences change perception. For example, infants in different countries who are born with similar auditory organs can differentiate phoneme contrasts across languages; their perception is changed to bias their mother tongue after they have more listening experiences” [69]. In sum, neither of these two papers discuss the accent of the listeners who are used in evaluation of the proposed system.

Only one paper [42] describes the accent of any person who participates in labeling of speech data. The participants who rate the “accentedness” of speech samples on a scale from 1 to 4, are described as “thirteen native American speakers were recruited as annotators”,1 which does partially specify the accent fluency of the participants. However, in another part, the same paper uses speech pathologists to quantify articulation errors in US English speech samples, but the language or accent of the pathologists is not named.

In summary, it was extremely rare in our studied papers to describe or even acknowledge the accent fluency of any person transcribing or rating speech samples from the study.

4 DISCUSSION

As a field, how we model accent limits the research we value and the solutions we explore to improve the performance and robustness of ASR for all speakers of a language. Here, we share implications of the findings related to the research questions, and offer recommendations to encourage research that we believe would lead to improvement toward equitable performance across accents.

4.1 Implications of Question 1

Emily Bender describes, in developing what became the #Bender-Rule, how naming the language of study as being critical to understanding the specificity of a paper’s research contribution. In particular, results for NLP research tested on English may or may not generalize to every other language. But the unstated assumption that results in English do generalize contributes to devaluing NLP research on other languages [4].

These concerns are also present in ASR research, when considering the accent that is studied. There is an unstated (and untested) assumption that ASR systems trained using “standard” American English accented speech will then generalize when trained using any speech accent. When we don’t state the specific accent used in a study, we make this assumption invisible. And moreover, we devalue research on less studied accents, which is not necessary, given the unstated assumption.

Recommendation 1: Emily Bender describes her rule as “the bare minimum” [4]. Given that researchers also need to consider variations within languages, in particular, accents, we extend the Bender rule: always name the accent(s) you’re working on. Name the accent, even if it is white, non-immigrant, middle-to-upper class, Midwestern, US English. Or, as is common in our paper set, if using a data set with speakers of unknown cultural and geographic characteristics, explicitly state that. Only three papers in our analysis explicitly named the accent considered to be the standard; 17 others did not name the accent considered the norm. Naming the accent(s) being used in a paper’s results is one step towards making assumptions about accent visible.

Our recommendation to researchers extends the framework proposed by psychologist Elizabeth Cole, who outlined questions that human subjects researchers should answer in describing their research [14]. ASR researchers using or creating a speech corpus should consider intersectional identities and answer, who gets to be included in this corpus? Cole’s question reminds us to identify intersectional identities while following the Bender accent rule.

For example, African American English also has regional variation, just as white American English is described as having.

This recommendation echoes the push from AI scholars to document datasets with datasheets, including details on what subset of the population is included, and how the data was labeled [21], so that downstream uses of the dataset are aware of its domain and limitations.

4.2 Implications of Question 2

Data from our analysis related to Question 2 does not give us confidence that ASR researchers are considering the accent fluency of transcribers and other people involved in listening to the speech samples in a dataset. As Joy Buolamwini says, “those with the power to build AI systems do not have a monopoly on truth” [11]. When researchers ignore that people listen with an accent, they ignore the fact that a transcriber with less familiarity with a person’s accent will make more errors during transcription of their speech. If the transcribers are less likely than the people in the corpus to be fluent

1Although a language is technically not named in this statement, we have assumed the authors intended to refer to native speakers of American English.
in one accent, there will be more transcription errors for that group of people, and ASR algorithms will be trained to make more errors on their speech.

When researchers ignore this source of ASR accent bias, they may jump to a conclusion that accent bias is purely a function of under-representation of a group’s speakers in the dataset. For example, in their highly cited work quantifying significant ASR bias against Black speakers of English, Koencke et al. concludes “The likely cause of this shortcoming is insufficient audio data from black speakers when training the models” [35]. In a similar vein, after the Washington Post published an extensive evaluation of the accent biases of Amazon Alexa and Google Home [27], Amazon responded with a statement that said, “As more people speak to Alexa, and with various accents, Alexa’s understanding will improve.” [27].

But it is not at all clear that more data from Alexa users, on its own, will solve the problem. Beyond potential disparities in transcription performance discussed above, there is also a positive feedback mechanism. Deploying a product that works significantly worse on one accent will result in fewer speakers of that accent buying or using it. As a result, “Alexa’s understanding” will not improve for that accent as fast as for the favored accent.

Three papers in our analysis involved the development of speech-based automatic systems to quantify speech or health pathologies, such as speech disorders caused by surgery for head or neck cancer [1], neurocognitive disorders [18], or dysarthric speech [22]. None of these papers described the accent of the experts used to provide the ground truth diagnosis for each patient. We should consider whether the expert’s accent fluency impacts the accuracy of their speech sample-based diagnosis, to know whether labelling is a mechanism which could bias performance by demographic group. This is another example of ASR research which should consider intersectional identities as it involves disability and accent.

**Recommendation 2**: Researchers creating speech datasets should ensure that transcribers are fluent in the accent of the speakers whose speech they transcribe. Similarly, researchers developing speech-based health diagnostics should ensure that an expert providing a ground truth label from a speech sample is fluent in the speech accent so that they do not confuse accent features with pathology. Transcription projects like Mozilla’s Common Voice could simply survey participants (speakers, listeners) about their accent fluency, and match listener and speaker by fluency.

### 4.3 Broader Implications

The first two recommendations are stated without engaging with how they impact power and privilege. However, we should acknowledge that ignoring accent power, provides power to the group with the default accent. Six papers in our analysis use an accent model that positions some people as not having an accent. When a person in a dominant group can ignore the fact that they have an accent, it makes their privilege invisible [44]. The result of invisible privilege is the feeling that their group’s dominance is just natural. In the ASR case, the better performance of ASR on their group can be attributed to the idea that their speech is “unaccented”. Further, the invisible privilege means that research on ASR systems focused on speakers with a different accent is in a completely different research category compared to research on ASR systems focused on speakers with the dominant accent. The former is “diversity work” that is then devalued [7].

Simultaneously, researchers who speak with an accent considered standard cannot as easily see the problems with their mental model of accent, a process referred to as privilege hazard [17], and thus can’t as easily fix the problems with ASR accent bias. In our analysis, one paper’s method to adapt an ASR model to accent assumed that some speech is “accent-unspecific” and other speech is “accented”; in the latter group, accented speech can either be an “unseen accent” (by the ASR model) or a “seen accent” [52]. The system classifies speech samples into one of these three categories; that may be unnecessary, given that all speech is accented. People who speak with an accent that is not considered standard are less subject to privilege hazard [17] and thus have considerable expertise to offer our field regarding accent-equitable ASR development. However, inequity, coupled with messaging that “the current status quo … is not only acceptable, but also unproblematic”, negatively impacts recruitment and retention of minoritized scholars to the field [66].

Unfortunately, if research cannot resolve ASR biases by accent, then it will be more likely to recreate existing discrimination in new technologies in education [8], housing [3], health care [64], employment [6], and others.

**Recommendation 3**: We extend a suggested question from [14] and suggest that accent, and the cultural and regional identities they represent, are not neutral categories devoid of privilege and power. Authors should answer the question: What role does inequity play in the performance disparities and in the application of the proposed system? For example, we should not give the impression that developing systems to teach children to switch dialects in order to do better in school is an apolitical goal [26]. As another example, we should discuss the racist history of blackface [47] and yellowface [46] when considering algorithms to alter the accent of recorded speech to a different nationality, gender, or race. Further, while we may want users to speak with the accent an ASR performs best on so that our system performs more reliably, forcing users to mimic the privileged group’s accent is a form of violence [38]. By naming the problems in ASR, we can avoid giving the impression given that maintaining an oppressive status quo is acceptable [66].

Answering these questions do take time and thought. This reflection and metadata benefits transparency for the reader, but also benefits the researcher, in a similar vein to that described by Gebru et al. in [21].

## 5 LIMITATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

The content analysis presented answers questions about how researchers model accent in their ASR research. However, we note several opportunities to extend our analysis that we believe would be fruitful for a broader understanding of ASR disparities. While
the papers from 2022 met the qualitative standard of meaning saturation, future work could look longitudinally for changes over time, and/or provide updates about the current state-of-the-art.

Our search terms include “accent” and “dialect”, but as we mention, speech characteristics that are a function of age, disability, gender are not considered to be included in these terms. A broader set of terms could pull in other papers on ASR, and answer questions about how the field operationalizes the effect of age, disability, gender, sex, and sexual orientation on speech.

Our search terms excluded papers on sign language recognition that discuss accent. We performed an extensive search, but found only one matching paper in all of 2022 [9]. As our paper is limited to spoken languages, we have failed to include signed languages in the present study. Future work may need to widen the search terms, or include more years, to increase the number of papers in the sample.

The presented results from our content analysis reveal the extent to which researchers in ASR who published in top conferences and journals in the area align with misconceptions of accent: that there is a default accent; that some people don’t even have an accent; and that accent is only a function of the speaker, not the listener. We offer several implications of these misconceptions on ASR research and development, and offer recommendations to researchers in the field. We are particularly motivated to change norms that we believe are helping to keep ASR inequitable by accent.

POSITIONALITY STATEMENT

How we are positioned socially and culturally shapes our understanding of the world around us [24]. This holds for engineers and computer scientists as it does for any person [11]. Our specific social locations have shaped our interest in, and our understanding of, the topic discussed in this paper. The authors have had experiences with marginalization that have sensitized us to how accent is connected to systems of power. However, our positionalities also create privilege hazards [17] that limit our understanding of this topic. In short, our identity and experiences shape how we write about accent, as well as how we read and analyze papers written by others.

Kerri Prinos is an electrical engineering graduate student with a liberal arts background in biology and applied math. She is a white American from New England. She speaks with an accent that is called white American English, and she is a fluent listener of English speakers whose native language is Ukrainian and Russian. Her fiancé is from Kyiv, Ukraine and is a native Ukrainian and Russian speaker and fluent English speaker. Her family’s connection to the Italian, Greek, and Lithuanian languages has been lost through assimilation. Her great-grandparents, who spoke little English, were determined that their children would be “American” and speak only English even if it meant they would lose their heritage.

Neal Patwari is an electrical engineering and computer science professor. He is a U.S. Midwest-born second generation Indian immigrant. He speaks with an accent we describe as middle-class white American English, and is also a fluent listener, from experience, of English speakers whose first language is Hindi and Gujarati. His experience taught him that Indian English speech follows rules and is structured, not error-prone, noisy or abnormal (as some ASR papers imply). However, Neal was raised in an English-only household, as the most reputable American pediatricians of the time convinced his immigrant parents of the xenophobic myth that speaking their first language would confuse their children.

Cathleen A. Power holds a PhD in social psychology and gender studies. She is white American from the Mountain West. She speaks with an accent that is called white American English. Cathleen grew up straddling social class positions, and thus, learned early that valued speech norms are connected to systems of power, and thus are not neutral [51]. Her speech has, at times, been deemed “unprofessional” by middle-class American standards, though her accent is not othered because of her race and/or nationality.

The authors are monolingual, which limits our understanding of the experience of multilingual users of ASR services. Our paper’s inclusion only of papers published in English is one negative impact. Further, our fluency in white middle-class American English, as reflected in our writing, provides an unearned and artificial advantage (i.e., privilege) in peer-review [54]. It is important for those of us whose accents are privileged to recognize that reading and hearing other varieties of language expands our fluency and thus should be valued, for example, in peer review. We urge other researchers to expand our understanding of speech accent and dialect in more expansive ways than we have here.
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